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In this chapter you will learn about systems analysis and design, specifically:
� the analysis stage
� the design stage:

� validation
� verification

� the development stage
� the testing stage
� the implementation stage, particularly changeover methods
� documentation

� user documentation
� technical documentation

� evaluation.

8.1 Introduction
A systems analysis team is often brought in to review an
existing system and suggest a number of improvements. The
existing method used may be either a manual paper-based
system or a computer-based operation that is no longer
regarded as adequate for the task.

There are many stages in systems analysis, as shown in
Figure 8.1. These are covered in Sections 8.2 to 8.7.

8.2 Analysis stage
The basic steps in the analysis stage can be summarised as
follows:

1 fact finding/collecting data from the current system

2 description of the current system – establishing the inputs, outputs and
processing being done

3 identification of the problems with the current system

4 agreeing the objectives with the customer

5 identifying and agreeing the customer’s requirements

6 interpreting the customer’s requirements

7 producing a cost-benefit analysis

8 producing a data flow diagram.

Stages 2 to 7 are sometimes referred to as the feasibility study and this can be
further broken down as shown in Figure 8.2.
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Let us now consider the first item in the analysis stage – fact finding. There are four
common methods used in fact finding, which have been summarised in Table 8.1
overleaf. The methods are: observation, questionnaires, interviews and looking at
existing paperwork.

8.3 Design stage
Once the analysis has taken place and the systems analyst has some idea of the scale of
the problem and what needs to be done, the next stage is to design the key parts of the
recommended system. A list of tasks is summarised here, but is by no means exhaustive:
� designing data capture forms/input forms
� designing screen layouts
� designing output forms and reports
� producing systems flowcharts and/or pseudo code
� selecting and designing validation rules that need to be used
� selecting the most appropriate data verification methods
� designing and agreeing the file structures and tables
� selecting and designing the hardware requirements
� selecting and designing the software requirements
� producing algorithms or program flowcharts
� designing a testing strategy/plan.

We will now consider in more depth two of these tasks: verification and validation.

Verification
Verification is a way of preventing errors when data is copied from one medium to
another (e.g. from paper to disk/CD). There are two common ways that verification
checks are carried out:
� Double entry: in this method, data is entered twice, using two different people.

The computer compares the two entries, either after data entry or during the data
entry process, and identifies any differences.

� Visual check: this is the checking for errors by comparing entered data on the
screen with the data in the original document (this is not the same as proof reading).

Validation
Validation is a process where data is checked to see if it satisfies certain criteria when
input into a computer, for example to see if the data falls within accepted
boundaries. A number of validation techniques exist and Table 8.2 highlights some
of the more common ones used when writing computer software.
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Figure 8.2 Stages in a feasibility study
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